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      The BSX-100 is a newly developed universal base station supporting both Ikegami’s current “UNICAM HD” camera models HDK-99 and HDK-73 as well as Ikegami's 4K camera system UHK-X700 / UHK-X750. Depending on the installed process modules and software licenses, the BSX-100 supports either HD cameras, 4K cameras, or both camera types.

Its compact and light weight design with 3U half-rack size allows operation in a variety of locations such as studio, OB Van, etc. Moreover, the base station provides not only 12G/3G/HD signal outputs but also processed 4K, flexibly supporting various systems depending on your needs.

With an optionally available MoIP (Media-over-IP) interface, the BSX-100 can be integrated into modern IP media networks conforming to SMPTE ST.2110 and NMOS standards for maximum flexbility and equipment interconnectivity while reducing the complexity of signal and cabling infrastructure.

For improved workflow integration the BSX-100 is equipped with an SDR/HDR simulcast function, making it possible to run productions in both standards simultaneously.

* The BSX-100 supports the HDK-97A, HDK-79GX and HDK-55 as an option
  
  
  






You want further information?

      Feel free to contact us.
Service-Hotline: +49 (0) 2131 1230
E-Mail: broadcast@ikegami.de
Contact Form

      



 





      HDR (High Dynamic Range) Mode

  
  
      The BSX-100 supports HLG (Hybrid Log Gamma), conforming to ITU-R BT.2100 which is an international standard for HDR. It is now possible to expand the range represented from dark to bright, providing superb bright pictures with High Dynamic Range and rich colors with wide color gamut conforming to ITU-R BT.2020.

To expand possibilities of broadcasters and production companies, the BSX-100 features a conversion function to simultaniously deliver HDR/BT.2020 and SDR/REC.709 signals (when operating in 4K/HD simultaneous output).
  
  
  






 





      MoIP Interface (Option)

  
  
      The BSX-100 enables the transportation of separate video, audio, and metadata as independent IP multicast streams via an optional plug-in MoIP Unit, realizing more flexible system integration depending on the customer's system workflow. The unit supports uncompressed HD & 4K IP main output via 10GbE or 25GbE SFPs with low latency, providing superb picture quality. Moreover, redundancy is possible by using a 2nd SFP module (option), based on ST.2022-7. For fast and simple device connectivity, the BSX-100 allows for dedicated “out of band” network communication in accordance with NMOS standards.
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      4K Upgrade Path (Option)

  
  
      The BSX-100 Base Station can provide 4K signal output while being used together with the HDK-99 3G-HDTV camera. This option is activated by a purchasable software key and enables the output of a 4K signal via 3G-SDI Quad-Link. Additionally a 4x SDI Output Board can be installed to extend the basestations' connectivity.
Transmission via MoIP standard SMPTE.2110 is easily possible.

 * When 4K MoIP output is used a 25GbE SFP module is needed.
  
  
  






 





      High Framerate Operation (Option)

  
  
      When operating together with the UHK-X700 / UHK-X750, output of 2x speed in 4K resolution and 2x-8x speed in HD resolution is possible.

Supported formats:

2160P100/119.88
1080P100/119.88
1080I100/119.88
1080P150/179.82
1080I150/179.82
1080P200/239.76
1080I200/239.76
1080P300/359.64
1080I300/359.64
1080P400/479.52
1080I400/479.52
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			RELATED ITEMS

	

	Camera Heads
	UHK-X700
	UHK-X750
	HDK-99
	HDK-73





	Camera Adaptors
	FA-55
	FA-97A





	Network Control panels
	MCP-300
	OCP-300
	Gateway
	VCP
	VMP
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  	RATINGS / PERFORMANCE BSX-100	 
	Supporting Formats

(BSX-100 HD Type)	1080p (59.94 or 50Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080i (59.94 or 50Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080i (119.88 or 100Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080p (29.97 or 25Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080psF (29.97 or 25Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080p (23.98Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080psF (23.98Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

720p (59.94 or 50Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2



※ The camera head must be compatible with the corresponding format.



Optional: 



3840x2160 /59.94P 4:2:2(YCbCr) 3G-SDI 3G-QL

3840x2160 /50P 4:2:2(YCbCr) 3G-SDI 3G-QL



※ Supported with an optional 2K to 4K processing software key while operated with HDK-99
	Supporting Formats

(BSX-100 4K Type)	3840x2160 /59.94P 4:2:2(YCbCr) 12G-SDI

3840x2160 /59.94P 4:2:2(YCbCr) 3G-SDI 3G-QL

3840x2160 /50P 4:2:2(YCbCr) 12G-SDI

3840x2160 /50P 4:2:2(YCbCr) 3G-SDI 3G-QL



1080p (59.94 or 50Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080i (59.94 or 50Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080i (119.88 or 100Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2

1080p (29.97 or 25Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2 (Option)

1080p (23.98Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2 (Option)

720p (59.94 or 50Hz) YPbPr 4:2:2



Optional:



2160P100/119.88

1080P100/119.88

1080I100/119.88

1080P150/179.82

1080I150/179.82

1080P200/239.76

1080I200/239.76

1080P300/359.64

1080I300/359.64

1080P400/479.52

1080I400/479.52
	Input Signals	 
	External Sync Signal	Tri SYNC SMPTE274M/BB(VBS) x2ch (Loop Through)
	Return Video Signal	3G/HD-SDI BNC x4ch

* When 3G-SDI singal is input for return video signal, it is converted to HD-SDI (1.5G) signal in the base station to transmit to the camera head.
	Q-TV Signal

(BSX-100 HD Type)	3G/HD-SDI BNC x1ch Input

3G/HD-SDI BNC x1ch Active Loop-Through

* When 3G-SDI signal is input for QTV signal, it is converted to HD-SDI (1.5G) signal in the base station to transmit to the camera head.
	Q-TV Signal

(BSX-100 4K Type)	3G/HD-SDI BNC x2ch Input

or

3G/HD-SDI BNC x1ch Input, x1ch Active Loop-Through

* When 3G-SDI signal is input for QTV signal, it is converted to HD-SDI (1.5G) signal in the base station to transmit to the camera head.



Optional: 12G-SDI BNC x1ch Input (Shared)
	MoIP Signal(Option)

* Supported with an optional plug-in MoIP Unit	SMPTE ST.2110 NMOS (SFP IN)
	Data Trunk	Signal RS-422 x 2ch
	Gigabit Ethernet Trunk	LAN RJ-45 (1000BASE-T)

※ Only with UHK-X700 / UHK-X750
	Intercom(ENG/PROD)	4-wire or Clearcom or RTS
	4-wire	0dBm 600 ohm x2ch
	Clearcom	-15dBs 200 ohm x2ch
	RTS	0dBs 200 ohm x2ch
	PGM (Program Sound)	0dBs 600 ohm/10k ohm switchable x3ch
	Tally	R/G/Y x3ch MAKE/POWER selectable
	 	 
	Output Signals	 
	12G-Output Port	12G-SDI 75 ohm BNC x 4ch



SMPTE ST2082, SMPTE 425M,

SMPTE 372M, SMPTE292M compliance



※ Standard for BSX-100 4K Type

※ Optional for BSX-100 HD Type (Limited to HD-/3G-SDI (Quad Link) Output)
	3G/HD-SDI Signal

Main / Trunk Video Port	3G/HD-SDI 75 ohm BNC x 4ch (Main Line)

3G/HD-SDI 75 ohm BNC x 3ch (Main Line / HD-Trunk)

3G/HD-SDI 75 ohm BNC x 1ch (PM)



SMPTE 425M, SMPTE 372M, SMPTE292M compliance



※Only HD-SDI signal is available for Trunk Video channel with Unicam HD cameras.
	MoIP Signal (Option)

* Supported with an optional plug-in MoIP Unit	SMPTE ST.2110 NMOS (SFP OUT)
	Data Trunk Signal	RS-422 x 2ch
	Phase Reference Signal	Tri-Sync(0.6Vp-p) x1ch
	Intercom(ENG/PROD)	4-wire or Clearcom or RTS
	4-wire	0dBm 600 ohm x2ch
	Clearcom	-15dBs 200 ohm x2ch
	RTS	0dBs 200 ohm x2ch
	MIC	0dBs x2ch Low impedance / Digital Audio (AES/EBU)
	Tally	R/G/Y x3ch
	Dimensions	W 216 x H 123.6 x D 417.2 mm

(W 8.5 x H 4.9 x D 16.4 inches)

(excluding protrusions)
	Weight	approx. 8kg
	Ambient Temperature	0℃ to +40℃ (Operation)



-30℃ to +60℃ (Storage)
	Relative Humidity	30% to 90% (Non-condensing)
	Operating Voltage	AC100V～240V
	Power Consumption	approx. 90W (Only BS)
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